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Introduction
International political discussions on the rise of emerging countries have tended to fall into two categories. In one, it is widely believed balance of power is the primary determinant of order among major powers, with differences in the stability of order mainly attributed to distribution of power, difficulty in calculating equilibrium, and functioning of balancing mechanisms. The other is more of a long-term view that maintains advantages of specific countries create order in the system; this is illustrated by the cycle of change in dominant powers, stability (with possibility of war) during the dominant power transition period, and characteristics of dominant powers/challenging powers in the transitional period (level of satisfaction with the status quo).1

Organski, who can be thought of as a proponent of the latter viewpoint, criticized the balance of power theory and instead advocated the "power transition" theory, although the two are not necessarily in opposition to each other. The distinction lies in how differences in power are assessed. Even if there is a power differential, the focus is on balancing if you think order mechanisms such as attack/defense or deterrence will come into play while you classify and analyze the time period centering on the dominance of the specific country if you consider the power differential to be an order mechanism.2

The problem with an emphasis on balance-imbalance is that it leads to a focus on bipolar or multipolar theory, whereas in "power transition" interest is concentrated only on the final transitional stage, thus excluding the possibility that a single dominant power can create a stable system. Applying this type of macro-perspective to the ascension of emerging countries yields only rough interpretations that provide no clues beyond multipolarity or a US-China Cold War/ hegemonic war scenario. In this paper we look at implications from the rise of emerging countries that differ somewhat from conventional views by taking into account factors we consider important but that have been overlooked. We will focus on two factors in light of space limitations.

One factor is environmental variables for emerging countries, namely, how they view characteristics of the current system. In particular, focus is on the type of political structure supporting the current system.

Additionally important are the types of values and norms that form the basis of the system, and to
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what extent they have been institutionalized. These all affect the approach emerging countries take with the system. Another factor is internal circumstances within the emerging countries, which can be viewed as a determinant of whether a challenging power is satisfied or not, a key focus of Organski’s theory. A nation undergoing rapid growth experiences tremendous social change, and key variables that can shape attitudes of the current system include sustainability of growth, the level of economic and social system development, and compatibility with the current international order.

1. Characteristics of the current system

There has been no shortage of discussions on how the international system will change, but hardly any questions about how the changed system should be perceived. The first issue is to understand the structure of the system. The conventional view, including among journalists, is that the international system was based on a unipolar structure for 10 years after the Cold War. Then from the 21st century, especially after the September 11 terrorist attacks, it has been transitioning into a multipolar structure as relative US power has been receding, replaced by the rising power of emerging countries. Since “multipolarization” is currently in the development stage, the world is still in a unipolar structure, at least for now. Issues yet to be addressed to any significant degree include whether the shift to multipolarity is inevitable, and if the stable order that was established under the unipolar structure can be replicated.

The tendency to view the current situation as multipolarization may stem from the lack of a theoretical framework for the order mechanism in a unipolar structure. In reality, the fact that major wars were prevented in the 20 years following the Cold War preempts any argument that the order mechanism did not function. There were an exceptionally high number of armed conflicts, though some were characteristic of unipole-led “sanctions” against nations that would be classified as a special category. Under the leadership of a unipolar state, major powers divide into camps of cooperation, acquiescence, neutrality, or opposition/resistance to form a pattern of cooperation and conflict. A series of conflict resolutions (regardless of effectiveness) demonstrated to some extent the strengths and weaknesses of this system, and those are the foundation of the international order. It would be meaningful to extract the order mechanism of the unipolar structure based on these points, even as a thought experiment.

Firstly, as unipolar structures by definition manifest a basic imbalance (at times asymmetric), the familiar remedy of balancing does not act as a major mechanism of order formation. While bipolar and multipolar structures are in fact hierarchical, the hierarchy has not been emphasized because balancing among major countries functions as an order mechanism. Aspects of confrontation seen in other structures do not emerge in a unipolar structure because the primary pattern is of agreement (to varying degrees) between the unipole and other major countries. Mutual interaction such as orders, instructions, persuasion—cooperation, tacit acceptance and resistance based on an (implicit) hierarchy functions as the order mechanism. The unipolar state provides rewards and security for cooperation and metes out retribution for strong resistance. The rewards and security are more likely to take the form of an acceptance of informal spheres of influence under the unipolar structure rather than recognition of military balance and status as was the case during the Cold War.

The order mechanism under this structure naturally is in large part linked to acceptance of the unipole’s initiatives. There are two characteristic approaches to foreign policy as restrictions from opposing forces are not especially effective deterrents to unipolar states. One is a liberal approach wherein the objective is presented as being in the general interest of the system and the unipole exercises its power under a multilateral framework. The other is a unilateral approach in the pursuit of national interests or ideology that is not subject to international restrictions, and for which force may be resorted to if necessary. The latter approach is described as imperialistic if it results in regime change of the state challenging
the international order.\textsuperscript{7} That being said, imperial policies are typically not durable because they rapidly increase the burden on the unipole and establishing legitimacy is difficult because the unipolar structure is based on an anarchic sovereign state system. The unipole retreats from there, then the lack of focal international political issues during that time makes it easy for the debate to shift to issues such as hegemonic decline, multipolarization, and nonpolarization. However, this may be less about a change in the distribution of power, and more about the process of a return to multilateralism by the unipole. Although actions by the unipole may be arbitrary, they do highlight the system's vacillations and resilience.

Secondly, there is a strong normative characteristic to the current system, which is grounded in the pronounced trend of globalization from the 1980s that led to establishment of diverse rules and institutions that have become essential to operation of the international system. At the same time, dismantling of the bipolar structure resulted in the values and norms of the unipolar state and collaborating major western powers becoming deeply entrenched in the system. Widespread diffusion of marketization was especially rapid, and transparency based on the rule of law is essential for its stable function. Moreover, the values are inseparable from liberal norms that integrate individual freedom and freedom of expression. The level of these norms in the post-Cold War international system has expanded beyond the Westphalian system centered on traditional sovereign equality and non-interference in internal affairs, and spread to trade, environmental, human rights and humanitarian issues, and even national internal affairs.\textsuperscript{8} This is one of the backdrops behind the rise of global governance theory.

The problem is that such Western values have come to have a strong impact in a milieu that has become highly diverse and complex—including in cultural terms and from the developmental stage—as a result of worldwide expansion of the international system within the context of broader globalization. These values are proclaimed as universal, and as the order extends to involvement in national affairs, there is broad potential for friction within the international system. Consequently, countries aligned with these values and norms form a strong value alliance, while other countervailing major countries with differing values can either cooperate/acquiesce or oppose on an issue-by-issue basis. This likely reflects an extremely discriminatory system for emerging countries with differing values.\textsuperscript{9}

Finally, it would be add that the current system as a sovereign state is institutionalized to an unusually high degree. One feature of international relations after World War II is the dramatic evolution of organizations compared to the British-led informal consultation system used in the 19th century. Various international organizations were established such as the United Nations, formal alliances of states, and the Bretton Woods institutions\textsuperscript{10} that ventured into national security, trade, and finance: areas that prior to the war had been the purview of informal negotiations between states. Finally, linkages created through financial globalization have integrated many fields with markets, institutions, and international specifications and standards, and as a result they have become inseparable and can no longer function individually.

This institutionalization and the aforementioned unipolar structure are deeply interrelated. Through collaboration with 50 allies and friendly nations, the US deploys aircraft carrier troops in the oceans of the world, has secured 150 bases and supply depots, and links them all via cyberspace, even in outer space.\textsuperscript{11} This is the infrastructure for the international system. Structured US dominance was inherent in many international institutions at the time they were formed. Exclusion from the system has substantial disadvantages owing to its functional nature and effects of scale economies while the value of the system is increased and US influence maintained if many nations use it. The current system is not solely supported by the US, even though it has sufficient power to do so, thus strengthening the foundation of order. It also supports the resiliency of the system.

In this way, the loose ties, or flexibility, of the system are not adequately captured by the balance of power theory, and the power of the dominant country is not readily apparent because it is shrouded in
this massive system. The system was ultimately organized through responses, including compulsion, at
times of crisis. Although there are many points to consider, this system seems to have traits that do not
fit conventional views of international politics.

2. Rise of emerging countries

Historically, the rise of emerging countries is not rare, but the pace and number has accelerated sharply
due to globalization. Access to cross-border capital, technology, and markets has facilitated rapid eco-
nomic growth even without the precondition of steadily expanding national economies.

How will emerging countries change the system? Will an increase in their number lead to reorgani-
zation of the international system? There are currently many countries with rapid growth potential, for
example, Goldman Sachs announced in 2007 its “NEXT 11” growth countries for 2050.12 Many African
nations such as Ghana, Nigeria, and Ethiopia rank among the top-ten countries in growth, but we think
these countries are unlikely to change the system given their economic scale, industrial structure, com-
prehensive national strength, and scope of foreign policy. The number of emerging countries does not
represent a significant problem for the international community.

States important to the system are large in scale, viewed as having the will and ability to change
current regulations and systems, and exhibit behavior that diverges from the general norm. In that sense,
they would be the countries that rapidly emerged after the post-Lehman shock and were members of the
G20 group of economies.13 The 20 countries/regions of the G20 account for over 80% of world GDP.
Global share of GDP held by the three major nations of Japan, Europe, and the US (i.e., the seven major
G7 countries) has declined to about 50%, and thus they lack legitimacy to represent the international
system. Consequently, the 20 participating nations—which include the BRICS, large-economy countries
Mexico, South Korea, Turkey, and Australia, and major oil-producing states such as Saudi Arabia—are in
a position to modify the system.

In fact, G20 meetings were held seven times (13 meetings of finance ministers and central bank
governors since 2008), but there have been virtually no instances of these countries compiling policy
documents and leading the world economy.14 One reason is the high reliance of participating countries
on the status quo; they benefit from actively supporting the current system. We cannot imagine a sce-
nario in which emerging countries form some type of collective bargaining unit within the G20 that can
change the current system. Crafting a joint declaration requires a high level of abstractness given funda-
mental conflicts of interest between developed countries and large developing countries focused on hast-
tening modernization.

The same can be said even for the BRICS, which represent the core of emerging countries. Looking
back one or two centuries, the BRICS include the state that built the governance system of the civilized
region known as the Eurasian Empire, so it is easy to imagine how a sovereign state system of Western
origin or the highly normative system following the Cold War would not be seen as compatible. In fact,
some BRICS members champion the positions of developing countries, including countries that strongly
dislike the US hegemonic regime. They have also standardized their own summit meetings in line with
the G20 meeting and appear to be making efforts to unite on an economic front through formation of a
group currency swap agreement and a plan to establish a BRICS bank.

While BRICS sometimes unite against the US and developed countries, significant conflicts of in-
terest among BRICS members become apparent when looking at responses to individual issues. For ex-
ample, Brazil has strongly criticized China for currency manipulation even to the point of raising the
issue before the World Trade Organization (WTO). Easing of US monetary policy has weakened the US
dollar and resulted in depreciation of the Chinese yuan, which is linked to the US dollar, thereby
obstructing Brazil's exports. From a national security perspective, India's biggest concern is its borders with China along the Indian Ocean and Bengal Bay. Nor has there been any easing in wariness by Russia over China's investment in, leasehold management of, and labor force influx into Siberia. Aside from local issues, Brazil and South Africa have no major security problems, so there is almost no chance of unity on security issues. As for domestic political systems that determine the attitude towards the current system, India, Brazil, and South Africa have adopted democratic regimes, and participate in a different group called IBSA in areas such as humanitarian, human rights, and democratization issues, often aligning with developed countries. In an international community without unified authority, emerging countries are unlikely to be able to close ranks and form a united front simply because they are prominent; even if the number of fast-growing countries increases, we do not envision them usurping political power under the banner of "third-class status" or "working class."

In that event, it is the behavior of individual emerging countries that will affect the current system, in which case China is the most likely candidate. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) forecasts global GDP share of 18% for the US and 28% for China in 2030 and 16% and 28% respectively in 2060. China has dramatically augmented its naval and air forces as there are many conflicts with the current system on issues such as trade, environment, human rights, and national security. There are already numerous predictions of how the rise of China will impact future of US-China relations based on arguments such as the power transition theory, so rather than reiterate those predictions here, we will touch upon the first factor that we noted is shared among emerging countries: change in the domestic state of affairs accompanying rapid growth.

A country that has experienced rapid economic growth also undergoes major social change, and this growth brings about exceedingly difficult to navigate economic and political phases —i.e., the “middle-income trap.” Though initial conditions are also a factor, an economy that has experienced rapid growth for nearly 30 years under the same growth model typically faces a peak due to limits on labor supply, rising wages and land prices, and widening inequality. A soft landing to future stable growth requires a number of measures such as transition to consumption/domestic demand growth, enhancement of the industrial structure and labor mobility, design of a tax system aimed at income redistribution, and strengthening of the welfare system. However, it is precisely because these are so difficult to achieve that it is referred to as a “trap.”

Even though the growth rate has declined and the unemployment rate is beginning to rise, structural reform will not immediately lead to growth. The high growth of emerging economies was prompted by government-led promotion of foreign capital investment and reliance on exports, but this created a layer of middle management at bloated, non-market state-owned and public enterprises and administrative agencies, which have become huge vested interests that resist structural reform. If the government focuses on protecting incumbents rather than implementing painful but necessary reforms, and instead looks to maintain growth through fiscal stimulus centered on labor-intensive industries, it will further complicate structural reform as state-owned and public enterprises become even more bloated, thereby exacerbating inequality and corruption.

For example, China stimulated its economy with 4 trillion yuan (51 trillion yen) in fiscal spending after the Lehman financial crisis and was internationally praised for contributing to the recovery of the global economy. By preserving the old growth model, however, it further expanded inequality and corruption, and accelerated the land bubble. Hu Jintao, in the political report from his regime's final Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party (November 2012) session emphasized on the one hand that China is becoming a major power while on the other hand repeating the two themes initially launched in 2003 of “scientific development” and building a “harmonious society” that focused on shifting to a
domestic-demand oriented economy, rectifying inequalities, and strengthening welfare. In particular, he revealed a sense of crisis, noting that failure to crack down on corruption could deal a devastating blow to the party and state. According to the report, there were 100,000 protests called “collective incidents” for the year.

This problem is especially pronounced in China now, but is one that emerging countries eventually face, although the extent of the problem varies. Similar to China, transparency in the business environment is severely lacking in Russia and India. Russia’s growth was supported by soaring resource prices which increased the influence of state-owned enterprises. The spread of popular demonstrations against the March 2012 presidential election when Putin returned to power was indicative of the strengthened authoritarianism in the system. The challenge is to engineer a soft landing for the new economic system while maintaining growth, but there is the potential that it will lead to democratization as a result of strengthening the “rule of law,” which is a sensitive issue for authoritarian regimes (President Hu Jintao described European and US democratization as an “evil path” at the party convention). However, if postponement further exacerbates discontent, fomenting nationalism could turn to criticism against the government. If those in power refuse to respond, it could even lead to dramatic political changes.

Thus, the potential for emerging countries to effect change on the international system would not appear to be that great. That being said, once entangled in the “trap” domestic regimes of emerging countries will become increasingly out-of-sync with the international system and continue to produce friction for a long time.

3. Coordinating interests of the uni-multipolar complex system

Taking into account the aforementioned points, what are the possible scenarios of change in the international system? Even though growth rates of emerging economies look likely to decline, there is still sufficient growth potential to facilitate continued change in the distribution of power. Therefore, the G7 countries, coupled with the BRICS and other countries with large economies (for now the G20) will take the lead of the global economy and international system. How it affects the system will depend on the approaches adopted by emerging countries. Two scenarios could be considerable: one in which reasonable policies based on a state’s development stage and national strength are adopted, and the other, where rational policies are blocked by various internal problems. This paper first looks at the moderate and rational approach, and then deals with the latter scenario in the next section.

By “reasonable,” it means the emerging country sets targets and formulates policy based on limitations of its power and the environment it faces. As for the country’s influence, it is needed that factor substantial reliance on the system given that emerging countries basically grow within the current system. The growth rate of the BRICS has declined across the board since 2012. This is largely attributable to the adverse impact on the export-dependent states from stagnation that started from 2011 of the three main regions—i.e., stagnation of the European Union (EU) triggered by the Greek financial crisis; the flat American economy in the post-Lehman shock period; and the downturn of the Japanese economy in the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake.

Clearly emerging countries cannot easily withdraw from the current system. Even if they oppose liberal values, they have no globally acceptable alternative value system to offer in its place, and we also doubt they could construct an alternative economic system. Emerging countries would not be able to maintain growth if they became isolated from the global economy. China has the world’s second largest GDP, but access to foreign markets and the global financial system are indispensable even for this giant developing economy. Furthermore, emerging countries face the structural turning point we mentioned earlier, and while GDP is huge, it remains on par with that of a developing country when viewed on a per
capita basis (nearly $6,000 in China). Emerging countries are more exposed to social and political damage from a slowdown in the global economy because of their weak economic and social systems, including welfare. Therefore, emerging countries benefit from stable expansion of the current system.

Emerging countries will thus approach each issue differently under the current system. The post-Cold War liberal international system includes practices that emerging countries (especially China and Russia) could never agree to follow—essentially, issues that would be problematic for their domestic regimes such as human rights, involvement of domestic institutions in peace building, international intervention in domestic conflicts accompanying democratization, and UN Security Council sanctions on the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. The response has been consistent to issues that could signal a possible scaling back of the principle of noninterference in domestic affairs: either exercising veto rights against Security Council resolutions or working to dilute decisions (resolutions). This arises from the inherent incompatibilities that we touched upon earlier between emerging countries’ domestic regimes and the international system, and we doubt this will change much in the future.

On the other hand, the current system includes institutions that are highly advantageous for emerging countries. For example, no institution is more important in conveying the status of a major power to China and Russia than United Nations Security Council veto rights. In the past decade, China has seen its GDP quadruple while trade increased six-fold, a level of growth that would not have been possible without accession to the WTO in 2001. Moreover, the WTO’s legalized enforcement mechanism can be viewed as a barricade that protects trade interests of emerging countries. Emerging countries with expanding economies are automatically allotted greater say in the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which utilizes a weighted voting system based on financing quota. Emerging countries might consider strengthening this system, but would not likely contemplate dismantling or modifying it.

It is regarded that one of the most common behavioral patterns is for emerging countries to take an approach whereby they leverage their status as developing countries to both maximize benefits and minimize burdens in “negotiation of conditions.” Typically they seek the broadest possible application of special and differential (S&D) treatment for trade as developing countries while using “common but differentiated responsibility” as a shield to refuse/mitigate the burden in regards to environmental issues. As a result, virtually no prospects for agreement emerged from the WTO Doha Round or in negotiations for greenhouse gas reduction following the Kyoto Protocol. The impact of the rise of emerging countries will thus appear for the time being as the so-called stagnation of global governance.

When viewing the impact of emerging countries on the system in this way, it does not diverge materially from standard practice in international politics with emerging countries sometimes on the same side of negotiations with developed countries and at other times on the opposing side depending on the issue. It is more advantageous for emerging countries to remain in a subordinate position and make demands of developed country leadership and system operations than it is to completely overturn and replace the current system as continuing negotiations entails no costs. In the current system based on a unipolar structure (unipole with its allies and partners), emerging countries are not faced directly, but rather are accepted based on time-consuming negotiations through various institutions that have qualifying conditions. As evidenced by the WTO accession of China and Russia over the past 20 years, the current system can be said to have been responding flexibly.

Developed and emerging countries do not build a single system because social and economic systems, their respective positions, and values supporting domestic regimes remain far apart. The international system operates as a developed/emerging country complex for a long time. This works because emerging countries are able to grow within the system and believe they will benefit from increased prestige commensurate to their growing national strength. On the other hand, developed countries push for
emerging countries to graduate from their “developing country status” while at the same time gradually striving to make the international system fairer for emerging countries.

4. Crisis management and the current system

The rational and moderate scenario is cited, however below, mainly considering China, and despite differences in scale, a phase of military-backed diplomacy is inevitable. Of course, emerging countries face challenges of varying levels. Based on the recent deterministic arguments of power, which really stand out in recent years, ambition on the part of emerging countries to control the system in proportion to increases in their power is almost instinctive, and eventually hegemonic change itself becomes the goal, at which point there remains little room for diplomacy. On a somewhat specific note, a global empire under the current sovereign state system is completely unthinkable even for the fastest-growing power, China. A more realistic territory, as noted by Zbigniew Brzezinski, would be the former Qing dynasty and surrounding waters (East and South China Seas), excluding Central Asia; this territory shares borders with Russia, Central Asia, India, Southeast Asia, and Japan.20

Even though a challenge for emerging countries, it is akin to the problem of how to carve out local spheres of influence and economic zones with a degree of autonomy within a unipolar structure or a liberal economic system. Therefore, although compositionally a rational calculation is not impossible, conflicts cannot be easily localized. So far, China has shown a strong tendency to seize international political hierarchy through force, meanwhile the unipole (US) pursues global primacy and has not abandoned its policy that deems formation of a system that excludes the US from major regions of the world as unacceptable.21 A US-China Cold War scenario is not far-fetched. Wariness over the strengthening of China’s navy, its maritime expansion, and the anti-access and area denial (A2-AD) strategy against the US suggests that such geopolitical interplay has already begun.

While military-backed diplomacy is inherently rational, once a crisis has escalated, managing momentum or even miscalculations is not easy. Moreover, emerging countries could suddenly face internal and external problems, including domestic difficulties accompanying the aforementioned “middle income trap,” elevated nationalism that leads to criticism of the government, and international demands for a “responsible stakeholder” or normative actions appropriate for a major power. Historically, the easy response in this situation has been to adopt a hard-line foreign policy and centralize power in domestic politics. When survival of the domestic regime is at stake policy decisions can suddenly become uncertain.

If the situation escalates to this state, the only viable response will be a policy of deterrence and augmenting deterrence capabilities and maintaining a system that constantly makes the opponent aware that the objective is not achievable without costs exceeding the benefit. This policy, however, which is like returning to the pre-war modern era, is probably the most difficult to implement for post-modern nations (developed countries) in light of domestic politics. It may well be one cause for failure to respond appropriately to emerging countries. Postmodern liberal values and norms make management of the globalized world possible, but maintaining it requires “cooperation” with emerging countries (modern nations), and the abilities needed to achieve that cooperation are hedging (and deterrence) and crisis management. Other means of inhibiting national behavior such as democratization, economic interdependence, and international institutions have not historically been effective in tense situations such as this.22

A major focus going forward will be the scope of the sphere of influence and how closed it will become. Determining this is beyond general reasoning because it requires accurate situational judgment and skilful utilization of military power and diplomacy. What is essential is the ability and commitment of the unipole to maintain regional stability. The scope of the sphere of influence under a unipolar structure largely
depends on whether regional allies and cooperating countries maintain their resolve to not retreat in the face of intimidation, and if specific adjustments can be made to divisional roles shared with the unipole. Even a unipole cannot make a commitment without the resolve and capabilities of regional countries. If maintained, furthering mutual economic dependence, multilayered regional organizations, institutions and forums will all be relevant in restraining emerging countries. This is because in a globalized world, the flow of capital, goods, and people are influenced by the reputation of a state in such a situation.

Since tensions will be protracted, the immediate issue to be dealt with through continuous crisis management is creating a sense of non-belligerency and opening communication channels for times of crisis. Reaching agreement with a country that believes in power and does not doubt its own righteousness is extremely difficult, but failure at crisis management is not an acceptable option. In the 1960s, the US explained the concept of mutually assured destruction (MAD) and persuaded the former Soviet Union to go along and as a result was successful in achieving arms control. As both developed countries and emerging countries enhance their crisis management capabilities, opening channels for crisis management, even informal ones, is essential for the long term.

Thus the rise of emerging countries with associated military confrontations could create a uni-multipolar complex system incorporating several autonomous spheres of influence into the international system supported by the global unipolar structure. Equilibrium of strategic forces is not an order mechanism under the unipolar structure like it was during the Cold War. Order mechanisms other than geopolitical agreement are not effective given power differentials, fundamental differences in domestic regimes, and emerging countries with countervailing power. In fact, US-Russia relations have already moved in that direction over the Russian sphere of influence in Europe. The Asian-Pacific ocean boundaries are exceedingly difficult, but because something akin to agreement is necessary, confidence building measures such as maritime rescue, prevention of maritime accidents, and marine standards of conduct are run in parallel with the deterrence system.

Conclusion

No clear order mechanism such as balance of power exists in the current system due to its unipolar structure. Order mechanisms are subject to the behavior of the unipole; when the unipole takes aggressive offensive action, it is seen as being hegemonic or even imperialistic, and when it is not taking aggressive action (defensive or disengagement), it evokes a view of a declining hegemony, multipolarization, and nonpolarization. However, discussions are not that different from those after the Korean and Vietnam wars. The view that the rise of emerging countries will create a multipolarization situation that eventually takes over the current system needs to be examined in more detail taking into account the several conditions mentioned here.

Emerging countries depend on the current system, but developed countries are also heavily dependent on emerging markets so the international system is already changing into what could be dubbed a developed/emerging country complex. Because the current system is highly institutionalized, the complex generally works to absorb the impact of emerging countries over time through integration into various institutions. At the same time, developed countries and emerging countries are at different stages of development and have widely different fundamental ideologies, so a single system for them to interact under the same conditions will not be formed. We expect the international system to function as a complex of multiple states with close economic ties but different political systems for a long time.

As such there will always be the possibility of heightened tensions over the system management between emerging and developed countries. The situation could rapidly escalate if emerging countries face persistent problems such as nationalism and regime sustainability due to social changes. At that
point, strengthening deterrence and the crisis management system will be essential, but even if successful, the system will still basically be a unipolar structure and thus will likely strengthen the uni-multpolar complex system, including several autonomous spheres of influence. Because of the huge differences in political regimes, the current system with its post-modern emphasis on efficiency and functionalism will likely have a greater geopolitical bias.

In this process, it cannot be ruled out the possibility of a significant collapse in the current system and transition to a multipolar structure. A failure in system resilience could lead to the unipolar structure ending up as a one-off event and even institutionalization of the international system will continue to be ineffective in the face of power conflicts. However, there is still a chance that the resilience will be effective in averting a crisis to the system. It may only be apparent during the final stage of a crisis escalation because the international system was created in a democratic way by the liberal democratic unipole and developed countries. It goes without saying that operation of the system is not guaranteed, but from the points considered in this paper, resources and infrastructure are still available if the unipole and major developed countries are intent on maintaining the system.25

Importantly, while the current liberal system has created some problems, it has also made substantial progress ranging from economic growth to respect for human rights, and it is ideally suited to cope with so-called global issues such as the worsening environmental, financial and humanitarian crises based on conformity of norms and the power to create institutions and procedures. It could be thought, hence, that maintaining this system would represent progress for the international community despite any change in the distribution of power.
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